
Installation procedure for ACS ESE Air Terminal is governed by the latest French standard 

NF C 17-102 and follows a series of simple rules catering for all type of structure;

(Referring to installation stated in French standard NF C 17-102_2011)

Additional protection against direct lightning strike for the highest 20% of the structure height for buildings greater 

than 60m or any point above 120m by using ACS ESE Air Terminal or any other means, must be implemented at each 

facade wall according to a valid standard. 

Furthermore, a minimum of 4 down conductors interconnected by a ring conductor when applicable, shall be used, 

distributed along the perimeter, and if possible at each angle of the building.

NOTE: In general, the risk due to the lateral flashes is low because only a few percent of all flashes to tall structures will be 

to the side and moreover their parameters are alot lower than those of flashes to the top of structures.
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ACS-ESE ACS-ESE ACS-ESE ACS-ESE

ACS is one of the TOP brands specializing in lightning & surge protection field around the 

world, especially UPDATED ACS Early Streamer Emission Air Terminal according to 

international most popular standards for structural lightning protection. 

/  AC30 /  AC40 /  AC50 /  AC60

The IONIZATION SYSTEM IS CHARGED - via the lower electrodes using the ambient electrical field (several thousand 

volts/meter when storms are approaching), which means ACS Air Terminal is a fully autonomous system requiring no 

external power  supply.

ACTIVATING THE NEW ACS-ESE TECHNOLOGY - Whilst dynamically assessing the development of the surrounding 

electrical field, the ACS-ESE detects the appearance of downward leaders. This innovative ACS-ESE system is then activated 

to neutralize the space charges, which naturally occur around the air terminal. The ACS-ESE Air Terminal is always ready to 

operate in an optimal environment. 

CONTROLLING THE IONIZATION PROCESS  -  The ambient electrical field increases rapidly when a discharge is 

imminent and a downward leader descends from cloud to ground. This triggers the ionization process, using a spark 

ionization system between the upper electrodes and the central tip. The ACS-ESE Air Terminal reacts at the precise 

moment, when the risk of lightning discharge is imminent.  

EARLY TRIGGERING OF THE UPWARD LEADER   -  The controlled ionization process and the new ACS-ESE technology 

guarantee the triggering of an upward leader ahead of any other protruding point within the area to be protected, making 

ACS-ESE Air Terminal to be the preferential point of impact for the lightning discharge and provides the structure with 

maximum protection. 

Comparing                 ESE Air Terminal with generic air terminal. 
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